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Product 

Description 

Architecture based Programming using Codesys - Elearning 

 

Range of Functions 

You are on this page, so you probably know that writing a PLC code that gets the job done, is 

sometimes not really super complicated. 

You are also probably aware that customers tend to change their minds quite frequently about 

the PLC design and the system algorithm. 

If that's the case, then you are definitely aware that changing a complicated algorithm written 

in Ladder Logic or even CFC languages is not that of an easy task. Especially when 

dependencies in your code are high. Well, that is what we call a Spaghetti Code. It is a 

code, that basically gets the job done. But it lacks all the extend. Here I am presenting you a 

solution, a way to elevate above the masters of PLC programmers. 

Learning Pattern-based programming is like designing a puzzle-based design, where you 

design individual code pieces and fit them together to create a powerful PLC software 

infrastructure. 

We will first start the design by creating unit functions, building them up to components that 

form the machines in the production line. And finally the controller. Modifying any piece of 

these would be so easy that you won't have to scratch your head for hours trying to figure out 

how to modify your algorithm or even worse deleting the whole thing. We all been there once! 

This knowledge can be applied to any PLC and any platform, be it CODESYS, Tia portal, 

Beckhoff or any brand that supports the following languages: 

● CFC 

● Structured Text 

You are going to master a very famous design pattern including extensive hands-on 

Structured text and CFC. 

I hope to see you all in there 
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Supplier hamshoTech 

Wilhelm Busch Strasse 

81477 Munich 

Germany 

  Support Tel: +49  15 22 63 43 408 

mouhammad.hamshoo@gmail.com 

  Product Architecture based Programming using Codesys - Elearning 

  Order Number 2112000013 

  Sales CODESYS Store 

store.codesys.com 

  

  Scope of Delivery ■ +6 Hours of E-learning video content 

■ Unlimited Access 

  

System Requirements and Restrictions   

    

Programming System CODESYS Development System V3.5.5.0 

Target System CODESYS Control V3.5.5.0 

Supported Platforms / Devices   

Notice: Use the project ‘Device Reader’ to find out the supported features 

of your device. ‘Device Reader’ is available for free in the CODESYS 

Store. 

Additional Requirements e.g. external tools 

Restrictions Text 

Licensing e.g. License activation optional on CODESYS Runtime Key or CODESYS 

Soft Key 

(part of CODESYS Controls) 

Required Accessory e. g. CODESYS Security Key 
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